
 

Marbrofin® 

Marbrofin® is a non-wax acid compound for the polishing and hardening of marble, 
travertine, limestone and terrazzo surfaces. 

Marbrofin®: 
A. Polishes, hardens and enhances the color of marble, limestone, travertine, and terrazzo 
surfaces WITHOUT the use of steel wool pads. 
B. Restores worn and dull marble surfaces and provides a long-lasting shine. 
C. Can be used to polish marble, travertine, limestone, and terrazzo floors, walls, 
countertops, tables, stairs, etc. (For non-floor surfaces, use variable-speed electric polisher 
hand buffer). 
D. Eliminates grout haze on newly-installed marble surfaces. 

To apply Marbrofin®, you need: 

1. Marbrofin® 
2. 175 RPM weighted floor buffer equipped with a water tank and splash guard 
3. Natural hair and white buffing pads 
4. Wet vacuum cleaner, mop, bucket, wringer, and floor squeegee 

DIRECTIONS: 

1. Cover baseboard, carpet, etc. with protective plastic and/or tape. 
2. Wet marble surface. Sprinkle Marbrofin® powder on the floor (5 oz./25 sq. ft.) over an 
area of about 25 sq. ft. at a time. 
3. The Marbrofin® /water mixture should make a slurry. Buff the Marbrofin® mixture 
with a natural hair pad for 10-15 minutes. 
4. Check the level of gloss with the squeegee. When the desired level of gloss is achieved, 
squeegee the Marbrofin® mixture to the adjacent area and repeat process. Add 
Marbrofin® and water as needed. 
5. Vacuum-dry the Marbrofin® mixture. Wet again polished area and buff again with the 
same pad without adding more Marbrofin®. 
6. Vacuum-dry, damp mop and let dry. 
7. Buff polished area with a dry white pad. 

For older marble and uneven floors (lippage), diamond grinding may be necessary before 
using Marbrofin®.  

 



Technical Specifications: 

Active Ingredients: Magnesium Fluorosilicate, Oxalic acid pH: 2 

Usage: 
100 to 150 sq. ft./ Lb. 
For further specifications see Safety Data Sheet 
This product should only be used by professionals. 
Store in a dry place.  
 

PRECAUTION: The use of gloves and protective clothing is recommended when using 
Marbrofin®. 

 
WARNING: Corrosive. Avoid contact with skin, eyes, clothes. In case of contact, flush 
thoroughly with water and call physician. Do not swallow. Keep out of children and pet's 
reach. See Safety Data Sheet for further information. 

International Stoneworks, Inc., will not be liable for any damage ensuing to property or 
injury to operator or any other person due to misuse or misapplication of Marbrofin® or 
any other chemicals sold by International Stoneworks, Inc. 

 


